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My name is Malte Möser, I am a graduate researcher in the Security and Privacy Group in the Department of Computer Science at Princeton University and a Graduate Student Fellow at the Center for Information Technology Policy (CITP).

I am writing this comment in support of stronger consumer privacy protections beyond notice and consent that better align data use practices with users’ expectations and intentions. To this end, new privacy protections should protect consumers from a company’s ability to influence their choices towards unintended information disclosure. Critically, outcomes and goals (and ultimately new privacy rules) should be formulated such that they achieve these aims without depending on a company’s individual assessment of context or risk.

My position is derived from two main observations from empirical and behavioral privacy research:

1. Current data collection practices often violate consumers’ expectations and intentions.

2. Companies are in advantageous position to influence users’ privacy choices.

Current data collection practices often violate consumers’ expectations.

Today, many companies base their business model upon the large-scale collection of user preferences and behavior for targeted advertising. This unprecedented amount of data collection is conducted through a variety of platforms and products: On the web, users are tracked by platforms directly (e.g., when using Facebook), as well as through third-party tracking (e.g., when another websites embeds a Facebook widget that sends back data to the platform). Consumers are also increasingly tracked when using applications on their smartphones or reading emails, and the trend is moving towards combining this data with real-world tracking (e.g., through RFID or Bluetooth beacons in stores). Furthermore, data from different sources is combined to create a more holistic picture of the user, and these enriched data sets are sold to other companies and data brokers.


Most of this tracking is happening in the background, invisible to the user. Therefore, most users have limited awareness that it is taking place at all, and thus also have limited ability to make conscious choices about it. Economists call this type of market failure an information asymmetry: one side possesses significantly more information and is thus in a more powerful position when doing business.

Current privacy procedures of notice and consent, with the notice usually being formalized in a privacy policy, are highly ineffective and do not help to remove these information asymmetries. Surveys have shown that most users just do not read privacy policies\(^4\). Even worse, in another survey 62\% of respondents incorrectly believed that the presence of a privacy policy would prevent a company from sharing personal information without explicit permission.\(^5\) Furthermore, the practice of notice and consent does not lead to a reduction in data collected, or give the user much of a chance to opt out of specific types of data collection.

As a result, we see more and more users upset and taken by surprise when they become aware of companies' data collection and use practices. One notable example is the recent discussion about the website “unroll.me”. This free service allows users to easily unsubscribe from email subscriptions they no longer desire. To use it, users need to give the company access to their email accounts. What surprised and upset many users was that unroll.me, against users expectations, would not only analyze emails to identify potential subscription cancellations, but would also extract information related to users’ online commerce and purchase activities and sell it to other companies. In one such case, unroll.me sold information about users’ ride histories on the ride-sharing platform Lyft to that platform’s competitor Uber.\(^6\)

Privacy decisions are inherently complex and involve tradeoffs. Companies can use their power to influence these decisions.

Consumers nowadays must make choices that have implications for their privacy in a variety of different contexts and on many different platforms. Making these choices efficiently requires users to make tradeoffs: they balance privacy against other needs, such as urgency or convenience. Furthermore, misperceptions, social norms or emotions all have an influence on users’ choices. The result is a so-called “privacy paradox”: users’ choices and actions do not always reflect their intentions and underlying attitudes towards privacy.

A well-known study published in 2012 by researchers at Columbia University evaluated the mismatch between users’ intention to share specific types of content (e.g., photos, links or events) with certain groups of users (e.g., friends, friends of friends, strangers). First, the study asked participants with whom they intended to share each type of content on the platform. Then, they analyzed whether users’ actual sharing behavior matched their intentions using a Facebook application that analyzed the privacy settings of each post on a user’s profile page. The study found a staggering mismatch between users’ intentions and their actions: 94% had made content available to other users from whom they intended to hide it, and 85% had hidden content from an audience with whom they intended to share it.

This study highlights two important issues: users are routinely overwhelmed with the challenge to manage their privacy settings, and default settings often are not set such that they minimize a user’s risk to exposure. The latter is not a coincidence or something that will improve over time. If anything, companies have an incentive to make privacy choices hard and thereby influence consumers to reveal more information than they would do otherwise. Influencing users can be done in a variety of ways, e.g., users are more likely to reveal information if they observe others reveal such information beforehand. This risk of malleability has nowadays motivated researchers to study so-called “dark patterns” or

---


“malicious” interface design, to shed more light on this increasingly common attempt to influence users in unconscious ways.\textsuperscript{10}

Often, unintuitive and confusing privacy settings prevent the user from making effective privacy choices and thereby lead them to unintended disclosure of sensitive information. The recent public outcry about Google’s location privacy settings serves as a good example for such commonly occurring mismatches between users intentions and their actions.\textsuperscript{11} Google allows users to deactivate its “Location History”, a feature that tracks a user’s location over time. Deactivating the location history, however, did not completely stop Google from tracking users’ location, as one would expect. Instead, users would also need to disable “Web and App Activity” as well as device-level “Location Services”.

**New privacy protections must rebalance the asymmetries between users and companies.**

The provided insights show that we need stronger privacy protections for users. These privacy protections should be aligned with users’ expectations and preferences, and rebalance the information asymmetries and power imbalances between users and companies. To this end, privacy protections should provide concrete limits on the data collection and use practices of companies. A company-centric and risk-based approach, as imagined in the administration’s approach to consumer privacy, would likely fall short of such protections. For one, risk is inherently hard to define and measure, and when assessed by a company might not take into account the interconnected nature of data use and abuse in practice. Furthermore, as companies already try to influence users towards unintended disclosure of personal information, privacy protections should be centered on the user and not left for companies to decide. The administration should thus consider adopting an approach to consumer privacy that provides a high baseline of privacy for consumers without depending on a company’s individual assessment of context and risk.
